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Detailed Description: 
  

Hagrid’s Wild Ride is an exciting game that incorporates many elements of a VR 

simulation rig and other unique features that make the game more immersive.  

First, the physical components of the rig include a broomstick, footrests, the 

spring system, and the fan. The player will sit on the broomstick, placing their feet 

on the feet rests, and place their hands on the front of the broom. The spring based 

rig ensures that the player has the same degrees of freedom as someone who is 

“flying” through the air on a broomstick. The spring rig will be detailed in further 

sections through the use of CAD drawings. There will be either 3 or 4 springs on the 

rig to facilitate easy movement back and forth and side to side with an appropriate 

amount of restorative force back to the zero position. The fan is there to simulate 

the sensation of flying through the air. Although using a variable speed fan for 

varying velocities makes sense, a constant air flow is sufficient to create an 

immersive environment for the player without the need for a high power motor driver.  

The electronic components of our project include: IMU (inertial measurement 

unit), Raspberry Pi or Teensy or Arduino, VR Headset (Oculus or HTC Vive), and 

desktop computer (with GPU). The IMU will be placed on the middle of the broom 

securely. This way, we can read in as inputs the roll, pitch and yaw of the “flying” 

broomstick. These serial inputs will be fed into the microcontroller which will 

interface with our computer through USB. This way, using a Unity game engine, we will 

be able to fly through a virtual Hogwarts using only the motions of the player on the 

broomstick. The most difficult part of the electronics is interfacing the MCU with 

the Unity engine, but we have found some guides. Further interaction can be added 

with the Oculus controllers or haptic gloves (catching a Snitch, throwing a Bludger, 

etc.)  

There are several game-modes possible once within the Unity engine. We can 

have the player chase the Snitch through the Hogwart’s campus, fly away from a 

dragon, or just fly around the map for fun. Although the core of this project is a 

modified flight simulator, it can be easily applied to several games that make it 

enticing to use.  

The purpose of this project is to gain experience and problem solving skills 

using a relatively new technology. Furthermore, as VR rigs like ours become more 



immersive, we hope to be able to incorporate more technology into our projects. 

Furthermore, Quidditch is fun! 

 

CAD Models:  

In order to make sure we have a method of testing out various springs, we have 

developed a model in Solidworks to allow us to run FEA tests and other tests 

involving various torques on the rig. We use the weight of an average human (137 lbs) 

and perform our tests to make sure the rig can handle the stresses and strains. 

Furthermore, we can test various shapes for the harnesses and having a CAD beforehand 

makes machining and describing our project easier.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

#1. This is our CAD model of our spring assembly under a test for torque. As the 
vectors indicate, we are adding force to one side of the rig to see how it responds. 



The results of this test were pleasing as they did indicate successful planned 
deformations that correlated with user input as expected. Having three springs makes 
it slightly easier to move side to side and harder to move front and back, since 
naturally people can tilt front and back more easily while on a rig of this type.  
 

 

 
#2. This is the attachment point of the springs onto our custom harness. Since we are 
still brainstorming ideas on how to attach the springs, we have decided on using a 
simple u-bolt to restrain the springs to the harness. This is still up for debate and 
will probably change. We need the springs to stay securely fastened with little 
ability to tilt at either base. 



#3. This is a render of the spring harness system (on a beautiful beach background). 
Features of importance include the fact that using this harness system makes it much 
easier to mount the broomstick. We will probably be using a steel square tube instead 
of wood since there will only be one point of mounting and wood is too brittle to be 
of use. By making this harness, we ensure a creative and functional method for 
allowing multiple degrees of motion that requires minimal milling/machining.  
 
Parts:  
 

Our parts list is still in progress, but the core components are already 
updated on the Garage page.  



Electronics:  
 

Build18 wouldn’t be itself without some exciting electronics. Our project uses 
the following:  
 

1. Teensy microcontroller (for computer interfacing) 
2. Inertial Measurement Unit 
3. Oculus Rift 

 
This seems to be what we need to make this project work, however, we may add more 
electronics to process certain features in the future. (before 11/29) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Game Assets: 
 

We finished game development much more smoothly with the help of pre-made 
models and numerous youtube tutorialist:  

1. Youtubers: N3K EN, The3DModels, Aaron Hibberd, and many more! 
2. Assets: MalberS Animations, Denis Pahunov(MapMagic), and QuickVFX 

 
 
Timeline:  
 
Red - Build18 Deadlines 
Black - Team Deadlines 
 
11/8 - Team + Idea + Plan Due  
 
11/15 - Finalize parts and CAD model for spring harness and CNC/machining process 
 
11/17 - Finalize IMU/ Microcontroller interface (how the IMU can talk to the game 
engine) 
 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCtQPCnbIB7SP_gM1Xtv8bDQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M5yULz6OZSE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wdOk5QXYC6Y&t=1032s
https://www.assetstore.unity3d.com/en/?mkt_tok=3RkMMJWWfF9wsRohv6nJZKXonjHpfsX56uUoWqewgYkz2EFye%2BLIHETpodcMS8tnMa%2BTFAwTG5toziV8R7TFLs15ycYQWhTk#!/content/84283
https://www.assetstore.unity3d.com/en/#!/content/56762
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O6UGaKC79KE


11/20 - Finalize which game engine to use, and begin developing/importing maps 
 
11/29 - Finalized parts list due  
 
1/14-1/19 - Build! Build! Build! 
 
Build Week Plan: 

We anticipate to have the design ready to go by build week, so build week 
should consist mostly of construction, testing, and programming. Most likely, two 
members will spend the first two days machining and compiling all physical 
components, for assembly on day 3. Our design is large, but if CAD phase is 
successful most components should fit together for the initial test successfully. We 
want to use adjustable mounting slots for springs, so we can adjust spring distance 
to calibrate the flexibility of the system. 
 
Why we need additional funding: 

We need to buy expensive hardware that will eat up most of the budget, 
including raw materials, fasteners, and of course the springs. The VR Headset can be 
sourced from IDeaTe or similar sources. However, the bulk of the budget will go 
towards the machining and sourcing of the aluminum spring rig. Since the rig is 
larger than the travel path of the largest CNC machine on campus, we will probably 
resort to other means of manufacturing, like water-jetting to machine this part. As a 
result, we expect a $200-$300 increase in spending to facilitate this process. 

Ideally, all of the equipment we use for this project is purchased exclusively 
for this project, so that it can continue to be used and demoed in the future at 
other events. This reflects well on Build18 as an organization, and will allow us to 
do the most with our project experience.  

 
Here is the final rendering: 
 



 
 


